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More and more, the advanced technological systems of today rely on sophisticated control systems designed to assure
greater levels of safe operation while optimizing performance. Rather than assuming always perfect conditions, these
systems require adaptive approaches capable of coping with inevitable system component faults. Conventional feedback
control designs do not offer that capability and can result in unsatisfactory performance or even instability, which is totally
unacceptable in complex systems such as aircraft, spacecraft, and nuclear power plants where safety is a paramount
concern. Reliable Control and Filtering of Linear Systems with Adaptive Mechanisms presents recent research results
that are advancing the field. It shows how adaptive mechanisms can be successfully introduced into the traditional
reliable control/filtering, so that, based on the online estimation of eventual faults, the proposed adaptive reliable
controller/filter parameters are updated automatically to compensate for any fault effects. Presenting a new method for
fault-tolerant control (FTC) in the context of existing research, this uniquely cohesive volume, coauthored by two leading
researchers — Focuses on the issues of reliable control/filtering in the framework of indirect adaptive method and LMI
techniques Starts from the development and main research methods in FTC to offer a systematic presentation of new
methods for adaptive reliable control/filtering of linear systems Explains the principles behind adaptive designs for closedloop systems in normal operation as well as those that account for both actuator and sensor failures Presents rigorous
mathematical analysis of control methods as well as easy-to-implement algorithms Includes practical case studies
derived from the aerospace industry including simulation results for the F-16 The authors also extend the design idea
from linear systems to linear time-delay systems via both memory and memory-less controllers. Moreover, some more
recent results for the corresponding adaptive reliable control against actuator saturation are included. Ultimately, this
remarkably practical resource, offers design approaches and guidelines that researchers can readily employ in the
design of advanced FTC techniques offering improved reliability, maintainability, and survivability.
This second edition textbook describes the design and implementation of high-performance feedback controllers for
engineering systems. It emphasizes the frequency-domain design and methods based on Bode integrals, loop shaping,
and nonlinear dynamic compensation. The authors include many problems and offer practical applications, illustrations,
and
This book gives an exposition of recently developed approximate dynamic programming (ADP) techniques for decision
and control in human engineered systems.
Tensor Product Model Transformation in Polytopic Model-Based Control offers a new perspective of control system
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design. Instead of relying solely on the formulation of more effective LMIs, which is the widely adopted approach in
existing LMI-related studies, this cutting-edge book calls for a systematic modification and reshaping of the polytopic
convex hull to achieve enhanced performance. Varying the convexity of the resulting TP canonical form is a key new
feature of the approach. The book concentrates on reducing analytical derivations in the design process, echoing the
recent paradigm shift on the acceptance of numerical solution as a valid form of output to control system problems. The
salient features of the book include: Presents a new HOSVD-based canonical representation for (qLPV) models that
enables trade-offs between approximation accuracy and computation complexity Supports a conceptually new control
design methodology by proposing TP model transformation that offers a straightforward way of manipulating different
types of convexity to appear in polytopic representation Introduces a numerical transformation that has the advantage of
readily accommodating models described by non-conventional modeling and identification approaches, such as neural
networks and fuzzy rules Presents a number of practical examples to demonstrate the application of the approach to
generate control system design for complex (qLPV) systems and multiple control objectives. The authors’ approach is
based on an extended version of singular value decomposition applicable to hyperdimensional tensors. Under the
approach, trade-offs between approximation accuracy and computation complexity can be performed through the
singular values to be retained in the process. The use of LMIs enables the incorporation of multiple performance
objectives into the control design problem and assurance of a solution via convex optimization if feasible. Tensor Product
Model Transformation in Polytopic Model-Based Control includes examples and incorporates MATLAB® Toolbox TPtool.
It provides a reference guide for graduate students, researchers, engineers, and practitioners who are dealing with
nonlinear systems control applications.
Successfully classroom-tested at the graduate level, Linear Control Theory: Structure, Robustness, and Optimization
covers three major areas of control engineering (PID control, robust control, and optimal control). It provides balanced
coverage of elegant mathematical theory and useful engineering-oriented results. The first part of the book develops
results relating to the design of PID and first-order controllers for continuous and discrete-time linear systems with
possible delays. The second section deals with the robust stability and performance of systems under parametric and
unstructured uncertainty. This section describes several elegant and sharp results, such as Kharitonov’s theorem and its
extensions, the edge theorem, and the mapping theorem. Focusing on the optimal control of linear systems, the third part
discusses the standard theories of the linear quadratic regulator, Hinfinity and l1 optimal control, and associated results.
Written by recognized leaders in the field, this book explains how control theory can be applied to the design of real-world
systems. It shows that the techniques of three term controllers, along with the results on robust and optimal control, are
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invaluable to developing and solving research problems in many areas of engineering.
The thesis will try to summarise the major power system problems and the important role of the FACTS devices to
enhance the power system quality. Then, it will give a brief description for various FACTS and Active Filters controllers as
mentioned on the existing publications. Most of the control schemes introduced in the existing papers were designed
either for eliminating current harmonics or eliminating voltage flickers or for load flow control. So, this work is devoted to
find a proper optimal control schemes for a system with series or shunt or series and shunt converters that can provide
all functions together. Various optimal control schemes will be designed for systems with series, shunt and series-shunt
converters with the objective to control the load flow through a lines and to eliminate current harmonics and voltage
flickers with different strategies for tracking. · Chapter 1: Gives a general description of most power system problems and
the basic techniques used to improve the power system quality. It also gives idea about basic objectives from the FACTS
devices. · Chapter 2: Offers detailed description for the basic types of FACTS devices and active filters existing in power
industry. · Chapter 3: Describes various shunt controllers for control of the Static Compensator (STATCOM) and various
series controllers for the control of the Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC) and various Unified Power Flow
Controllers (UPFC) as covered in most existing papers. · Chapter 4: Describes the major control schemes for the shunt
active filter as covered by most existing papers. · Chapter 5: Describes the major control schemes for the other types of
active filters as covered by most existing papers. · Chapter 6: Gives description for optimal control design. · Chapter 7:
Case studies to design different optimal control schemes for system with UPFC unit to control the power flow, eliminate
voltage flicker and eliminate current harmonics. The case studies were repeated for system with only series or shunt
converters.
Petri nets are widely used in modeling, analysis, and control of discrete event systems arising from manufacturing,
transportation, computer and communication networks, and web service systems. However, Petri net models for practical
systems can be very large, making it difficult to apply such models to real-life problems. System Modeling and Control
with Resource-Oriented Petri Nets introduces a new resource-oriented Petri net (ROPN) model that was developed by
the authors. Not only does it successfully reduce model size, but it also offers improvements that facilitate effective
modeling, analysis, and control of automated and reconfigurable manufacturing systems. Presenting the latest research
in this novel approach, this cutting-edge volume provides proven theories and methodologies for implementing cost and
time-saving improvements to contemporary manufacturing systems. It provides effective tools for deadlock
avoidance—deadlock-free routing and deadlock-free scheduling. The authors supply simple and complex industrial
manufacturing system examples to illustrate time-tested concepts, theories, and approaches for solving real-life
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application problems. Written in a clear and concise manner, the text covers applications to automated and
reconfigurable manufacturing systems, automated guided vehicle (AGV) systems, semiconductor manufacturing
systems, and flexible assembly systems. Explaining complex concepts in a manner that is easy to understand, the
authors provide the understanding and tools needed for more effective modeling, analysis, performance evaluation,
control, and scheduling of engineering processes that will lead to more flexible and efficient manufacturing systems.
Intelligent Control techniques are becoming important tools in both academia and industry. Methodologies developed in
the field of soft-computing, such as neural networks, fuzzy systems and evolutionary computation, can lead to
accommodation of more complex processes, improved performance and considerable time savings and cost reductions.
Intelligent Control Systems using Computational Intellingence Techniques details the application of these tools to the field
of control systems. Each chapter gives and overview of current approaches in the topic covered, with a set of the most
important references in the field, and then details the author's approach, examining both the theory and practical
applications.
This book introduces a formalism for modeling complex and large-scale systems that merges Petri nets, differential equation
systems, and object-oriented methods. It describes a method that starts from the requirements of a supervisory system and results
in a proposal for such a system. The book also presents a validation procedure that allows verification of the formal properties of
the hybrid model.
Optimal ControlJohn Wiley & Sons
Learning on Silicon combines models of adaptive information processing in the brain with advances in microelectronics technology
and circuit design. The premise is to construct integrated systems not only loaded with sufficient computational power to handle
demanding signal processing tasks in sensory perception and pattern recognition, but also capable of operating autonomously and
robustly in unpredictable environments through mechanisms of adaptation and learning. This edited volume covers the spectrum
of Learning on Silicon in five parts: adaptive sensory systems, neuromorphic learning, learning architectures, learning dynamics,
and learning systems. The 18 chapters are documented with examples of fabricated systems, experimental results from silicon,
and integrated applications ranging from adaptive optics to biomedical instrumentation. As the first comprehensive treatment on
the subject, Learning on Silicon serves as a reference for beginners and experienced researchers alike. It provides excellent
material for an advanced course, and a source of inspiration for continued research towards building intelligent adaptive machines.
From economics and business to the biological sciences to physics and engineering, professionals successfully use the powerful
mathematical tool of optimal control to make management and strategy decisions. Optimal Control Applied to Biological Models
thoroughly develops the mathematical aspects of optimal control theory and provides insight into the application of this theory to
biological models. Focusing on mathematical concepts, the book first examines the most basic problem for continuous time
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ordinary differential equations (ODEs) before discussing more complicated problems, such as variations of the initial conditions,
imposed bounds on the control, multiple states and controls, linear dependence on the control, and free terminal time. In addition,
the authors introduce the optimal control of discrete systems and of partial differential equations (PDEs). Featuring a user-friendly
interface, the book contains fourteen interactive sections of various applications, including immunology and epidemic disease
models, management decisions in harvesting, and resource allocation models. It also develops the underlying numerical methods
of the applications and includes the MATLAB® codes on which the applications are based. Requiring only basic knowledge of
multivariable calculus, simple ODEs, and mathematical models, this text shows how to adjust controls in biological systems in
order to achieve proper outcomes.
"Recent Advances in Intelligent Control Systems" gathers contributions from workers around the world and presents them in four
categories according to the style of control employed: fuzzy control; neural control; fuzzy neural control; and intelligent control. The
contributions illustrate the interdisciplinary antecedents of intelligent control and contrast its results with those of more traditional
control methods. A variety of design examples, drawn primarily from robotics and mechatronics but also representing process and
production engineering, large civil structures, network flows, and others, provide instances of the application of computational
intelligence for control. Presenting state-of-the-art research, this collection will be of benefit to researchers in automatic control,
automation, computer science (especially artificial intelligence) and mechatronics while graduate students and practicing control
engineers working with intelligent systems will find it a good source of study material.
The ASI on Nonlinear Model Based Process Control (August 10-20, 1997~ Antalya - Turkey) convened as a continuation of a
previous ASI which was held in August 1994 in Antalya on Methods of Model Based Process Control in a more general context. In
1994, the contributions and discussions convincingly showed that industrial process control would increasingly rely on nonlinear
model based control systems. Therefore, the idea for organizing this ASI was motivated by the success of the first one, the
enthusiasm expressed by the scientific community for continuing contact, and the growing incentive for on-line control algorithms
for nonlinear processes. This is due to tighter constraints and constantly changing performance objectives that now force the
processes to be operated over a wider range of conditions compared to the past, and the fact that many of industrial operations
are nonlinear in nature. The ASI intended to review in depth and in a global way the state-of-the-art in nonlinear model based
control. The list of lecturers consisted of 12 eminent scientists leading the principal developments in the area, as well as industrial
specialists experienced in the application of these techniques. Selected out of a large number of applications, there was a high
quality, active audience composed of 59 students from 20 countries. Including family members accompanying the participants, the
group formed a large body of92 persons. Out of the 71 participants, 11 were from industry.
Mobile manipulators combine the advantages of mobile platforms and robotic arms, extending their operational range and
functionality to large spaces and remote, demanding, and/or dangerous environments. They also bring complexity and difficulty in
dynamic modeling and control system design. However, advances in nonlinear system analysis and control system design offer
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powerful tools and concepts for the control of mobile manipulator systems. Fundamentals in Modeling and Control of Mobile
Manipulators presents a thorough theoretical treatment of several fundamental problems for mobile robotic manipulators. The book
integrates fresh concepts and state-of-the-art results to systematically examine kinematics and dynamics, motion generation,
feedback control, coordination, and cooperation. From this treatment, the authors form a basic theoretical framework for a mobile
robotic manipulator that extends the theory of nonlinear control and applies to more realistic problems. Drawing on their research
over the past ten years, the authors propose novel control theory concepts and techniques to tackle key problems. Topics covered
include kinematic and dynamic modeling, control of nonholonomic systems, path planning that considers motion and manipulation,
hybrid motion/force control and hybrid position/force control where the mobile manipulator is required to interact with
environments, and coordination and cooperation strategies for multiple mobile manipulators. The book also includes practical
examples of applications in engineering systems. This timely book investigates important scientific and engineering issues for
researchers and engineers working with either single or multiple mobile manipulators for larger operational space, better
cooperation, and improved productivity.
This book introduces a dynamic, on-line fuzzy inference system. In this system membership functions and control rules are not
determined until the system is applied and each output of its lookup table is calculated based on current inputs. The book
describes the real-world uses of new fuzzy techniques to simplify readers’ tuning processes and enhance the performance of their
control systems. It further contains application examples.
This book covers optimal design for multi-input/multi-output (MIMO) systems, providing not only the theoretical background, but also practical
implementation techniques for control and estimation algorithms. Real-time implementation methods for a wide range of industries and
control problems are detailed, including control of computer disk drives, chemical process control, and aircraft control. The book puts modern
control design tools - based on solving matrix equation - well within the reach of the individual design engineer. You'll see how to design
control systems using software programs, simulate these controllers on digital controllers, and then implement digital controllers on actual
processors using digital signal processors (DSPs). Appropriate
This book covers the most recent developments in adaptive dynamic programming (ADP). The text begins with a thorough background
review of ADP making sure that readers are sufficiently familiar with the fundamentals. In the core of the book, the authors address first
discrete- and then continuous-time systems. Coverage of discrete-time systems starts with a more general form of value iteration to
demonstrate its convergence, optimality, and stability with complete and thorough theoretical analysis. A more realistic form of value iteration
is studied where value function approximations are assumed to have finite errors. Adaptive Dynamic Programming also details another
avenue of the ADP approach: policy iteration. Both basic and generalized forms of policy-iteration-based ADP are studied with complete and
thorough theoretical analysis in terms of convergence, optimality, stability, and error bounds. Among continuous-time systems, the control of
affine and nonaffine nonlinear systems is studied using the ADP approach which is then extended to other branches of control theory
including decentralized control, robust and guaranteed cost control, and game theory. In the last part of the book the real-world significance of
ADP theory is presented, focusing on three application examples developed from the authors’ work: • renewable energy scheduling for
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smart power grids;• coal gasification processes; and• water–gas shift reactions. Researchers studying intelligent control methods and
practitioners looking to apply them in the chemical-process and power-supply industries will find much to interest them in this thorough
treatment of an advanced approach to control.
A graduate level text that presents modern optimal control theory in a direct and organized manner. Relationships to the classical control
theory are shown, as well as a root-locus approach to the design of steady-state controllers. The reader is encouraged to simulate and
implement optimal controllers using personal computer programs. State variable and polynomial optimal controllers are discussed. Numerous
practical examples are provided. Detailed appendixes on matrix algebra and compter software listings.
More than a decade ago, world-renowned control systems authority Frank L. Lewis introduced what would become a standard textbook on
estimation, under the title Optimal Estimation, used in top universities throughout the world. The time has come for a new edition of this
classic text, and Lewis enlisted the aid of two accomplished experts to bring the book completely up to date with the estimation methods
driving today's high-performance systems. A Classic Revisited Optimal and Robust Estimation: With an Introduction to Stochastic Control
Theory, Second Edition reflects new developments in estimation theory and design techniques. As the title suggests, the major feature of this
edition is the inclusion of robust methods. Three new chapters cover the robust Kalman filter, H-infinity filtering, and H-infinity filtering of
discrete-time systems. Modern Tools for Tomorrow's Engineers This text overflows with examples that highlight practical applications of the
theory and concepts. Design algorithms appear conveniently in tables, allowing students quick reference, easy implementation into software,
and intuitive comparisons for selecting the best algorithm for a given application. In addition, downloadable MATLAB® code allows students
to gain hands-on experience with industry-standard software tools for a wide variety of applications. This cutting-edge and highly interactive
text makes teaching, and learning, estimation methods easier and more modern than ever.
Cooperative Control of Multi-Agent Systems extends optimal control and adaptive control design methods to multi-agent systems on
communication graphs. It develops Riccati design techniques for general linear dynamics for cooperative state feedback design, cooperative
observer design, and cooperative dynamic output feedback design. Both continuous-time and discrete-time dynamical multi-agent systems
are treated. Optimal cooperative control is introduced and neural adaptive design techniques for multi-agent nonlinear systems with unknown
dynamics, which are rarely treated in literature are developed. Results spanning systems with first-, second- and on up to general high-order
nonlinear dynamics are presented. Each control methodology proposed is developed by rigorous proofs. All algorithms are justified by
simulation examples. The text is self-contained and will serve as an excellent comprehensive source of information for researchers and
graduate students working with multi-agent systems.
This book reviews the theoretical fundamentals of grey-box identification and puts the spotlight on MoCaVa, a MATLAB-compatible software
tool, for facilitating the procedure of effective grey-box identification. It demonstrates the application of MoCaVa using two case studies drawn
from the paper and steel industries. In addition, the book answers common questions which will help in building accurate models for systems
with unknown inputs.
Lyapunov-Based Control of Robotic Systems describes nonlinear control design solutions for problems that arise from robots required to
interact with and manipulate their environments. Since most practical scenarios require the design of nonlinear controllers to work around
uncertainty and measurement-related issues, the authors use Lyapunov’s direct method as an effective tool to design and analyze
controllers for robotic systems. After describing the evolution of real-time control design systems and the associated operating environments
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and hardware platforms, the book presents a host of standard control design tools for robotic systems using a common Lyapunov-based
framework. It then discusses several problems in visual servoing control, including the design of homography-based visual servo control
methods and the classic structure from motion problem. The book also deals with the issues of path planning and control for manipulator
arms and wheeled mobile robots. With a focus on the emerging research area of human machine interaction, the final chapter illustrates the
design of control schemes based on passivity such that the machine is a net energy sink. Including much of the authors’ own research work
in controls and robotics, this book facilitates an understanding of the application of Lyapunov-based control design techniques to up-andcoming problems in robotics.
Fuzzy logic control (FLC) has proven to be a popular control methodology for many complex systems in industry, and is often used with great
success as an alternative to conventional control techniques. However, because it is fundamentally model free, conventional FLC suffers
from a lack of tools for systematic stability analysis and controller design. To address this problem, many model-based fuzzy control
approaches have been developed, with the fuzzy dynamic model or the Takagi and Sugeno (T–S) fuzzy model-based approaches receiving
the greatest attention. Analysis and Synthesis of Fuzzy Control Systems: A Model-Based Approach offers a unique reference devoted to the
systematic analysis and synthesis of model-based fuzzy control systems. After giving a brief review of the varieties of FLC, including the T–S
fuzzy model-based control, it fully explains the fundamental concepts of fuzzy sets, fuzzy logic, and fuzzy systems. This enables the book to
be self-contained and provides a basis for later chapters, which cover: T–S fuzzy modeling and identification via nonlinear models or data
Stability analysis of T–S fuzzy systems Stabilization controller synthesis as well as robust H? and observer and output feedback controller
synthesis Robust controller synthesis of uncertain T–S fuzzy systems Time-delay T–S fuzzy systems Fuzzy model predictive control Robust
fuzzy filtering Adaptive control of T–S fuzzy systems A reference for scientists and engineers in systems and control, the book also serves the
needs of graduate students exploring fuzzy logic control. It readily demonstrates that conventional control technology and fuzzy logic control
can be elegantly combined and further developed so that disadvantages of conventional FLC can be avoided and the horizon of conventional
control technology greatly extended. Many chapters feature application simulation examples and practical numerical examples based on
MATLAB®.
From household appliances to applications in robotics, engineered systems involving complex dynamics can only be as effective as the
algorithms that control them. While Dynamic Programming (DP) has provided researchers with a way to optimally solve decision and control
problems involving complex dynamic systems, its practical value was limited by algorithms that lacked the capacity to scale up to realistic
problems. However, in recent years, dramatic developments in Reinforcement Learning (RL), the model-free counterpart of DP, changed our
understanding of what is possible. Those developments led to the creation of reliable methods that can be applied even when a mathematical
model of the system is unavailable, allowing researchers to solve challenging control problems in engineering, as well as in a variety of other
disciplines, including economics, medicine, and artificial intelligence. Reinforcement Learning and Dynamic Programming Using Function
Approximators provides a comprehensive and unparalleled exploration of the field of RL and DP. With a focus on continuous-variable
problems, this seminal text details essential developments that have substantially altered the field over the past decade. In its pages,
pioneering experts provide a concise introduction to classical RL and DP, followed by an extensive presentation of the state-of-the-art and
novel methods in RL and DP with approximation. Combining algorithm development with theoretical guarantees, they elaborate on their work
with illustrative examples and insightful comparisons. Three individual chapters are dedicated to representative algorithms from each of the
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major classes of techniques: value iteration, policy iteration, and policy search. The features and performance of these algorithms are
highlighted in extensive experimental studies on a range of control applications. The recent development of applications involving complex
systems has led to a surge of interest in RL and DP methods and the subsequent need for a quality resource on the subject. For graduate
students and others new to the field, this book offers a thorough introduction to both the basics and emerging methods. And for those
researchers and practitioners working in the fields of optimal and adaptive control, machine learning, artificial intelligence, and operations
research, this resource offers a combination of practical algorithms, theoretical analysis, and comprehensive examples that they will be able
to adapt and apply to their own work. Access the authors' website at www.dcsc.tudelft.nl/rlbook/ for additional material, including computer
code used in the studies and information concerning new developments.
This new, updated edition of Optimal Control reflects major changes that have occurred in the field in recent years and presents, in a clear
and direct way, the fundamentals of optimal control theory. It covers the major topics involving measurement, principles of optimality, dynamic
programming, variational methods, Kalman filtering, and other solution techniques. To give the reader a sense of the problems that can arise
in a hands-on project, the authors have included new material on optimal output feedback control, a technique used in the aerospace
industry. Also included are two new chapters on robust control to provide background in this rapidly growing area of interest. Relations to
classical control theory are emphasized throughout the text, and a root-locus approach to steady-state controller design is included. A chapter
on optimal control of polynomial systems is designed to give the reader sufficient background for further study in the field of adaptive control.
The authors demonstrate through numerous examples that computer simulations of optimal controllers are easy to implement and help give
the reader an intuitive feel for the equations. To help build the reader's confidence in understanding the theory and its practical applications,
the authors have provided many opportunities throughout the book for writing simple programs. Optimal Control will also serve as an
invaluable reference for control engineers in the industry. It offers numerous tables that make it easy to find the equations needed to
implement optimal controllers for practical applications. All simulations have been performed using MATLAB and relevant Toolboxes. Optimal
Control assumes a background in the state-variable representation of systems; because matrix manipulations are the basic mathematical
vehicle of the book, a short review is included in the appendix. A lucid introductory text and an invaluable reference, Optimal Control will
serve as a complete tool for the professional engineer and advanced student alike. As a superb introductory text and an indispensable
reference, this new edition of Optimal Control will serve the needs of both the professional engineer and the advanced student in mechanical,
electrical, and aerospace engineering. Its coverage encompasses all the fundamental topics as well as the major changes of recent years,
including output-feedback design and robust design. An abundance of computer simulations using MATLAB and relevant Toolboxes is
included to give the reader the actual experience of applying the theory to real-world situations. Major topics covered include: Static
Optimization Optimal Control of Discrete-Time Systems Optimal Control of Continuous-Time Systems The Tracking Problem and Other LQR
Extensions Final-Time-Free and Constrained Input Control Dynamic Programming Optimal Control for Polynomial Systems Output Feedback
and Structured Control Robustness and Multivariable Frequency-Domain Techniques
Optimal and Robust Scheduling for Networked Control Systems tackles the problem of integrating system components—controllers, sensors,
and actuators—in a networked control system. It is common practice in industry to solve such problems heuristically, because the few
theoretical results available are not comprehensive and cannot be readily applied by practitioners. This book offers a solution to the
deterministic scheduling problem that is based on rigorous control theoretical tools but also addresses practical implementation issues.
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Helping to bridge the gap between control theory and computer science, it suggests that the consideration of communication constraints at
the design stage will significantly improve the performance of the control system. Technical Results, Design Techniques, and Practical
Applications The book brings together well-known measures for robust performance as well as fast stochastic algorithms to assist designers
in selecting the best network configuration and guaranteeing the speed of offline optimization. The authors propose a unifying framework for
modelling NCSs with time-triggered communication and present technical results. They also introduce design techniques, including for the
codesign of a controller and communication sequence and for the robust design of a communication sequence for a given controller. Case
studies explore the use of the FlexRay TDMA and time-triggered control area network (CAN) protocols in an automotive control system.
Practical Solutions to Your Time-Triggered Communication Problems This unique book develops ready-to-use engineering tools for largescale control system integration with a focus on robustness and performance. It emphasizes techniques that are directly applicable to timetriggered communication problems in the automotive industry and in avionics, robotics, and automated manufacturing.
At publication, The Control Handbook immediately became the definitive resource that engineers working with modern control systems
required. Among its many accolades, that first edition was cited by the AAP as the Best Engineering Handbook of 1996. Now, 15 years later,
William Levine has once again compiled the most comprehensive and authoritative resource on control engineering. He has fully reorganized
the text to reflect the technical advances achieved since the last edition and has expanded its contents to include the multidisciplinary
perspective that is making control engineering a critical component in so many fields. Now expanded from one to three volumes, The Control
Handbook, Second Edition organizes cutting-edge contributions from more than 200 leading experts. The third volume, Control System
Advanced Methods, includes design and analysis methods for MIMO linear and LTI systems, Kalman filters and observers, hybrid systems,
and nonlinear systems. It also covers advanced considerations regarding — Stability Adaptive controls System identification Stochastic control
Control of distributed parameter systems Networks and networked controls As with the first edition, the new edition not only stands as a
record of accomplishment in control engineering but provides researchers with the means to make further advances. Progressively
organized, the first two volumes in the set include: Control System Fundamentals Control System Applications
A NEW EDITION OF THE CLASSIC TEXT ON OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORY As a superb introductory text and an indispensable reference,
this new edition of Optimal Control will serve the needs of both the professional engineer and the advanced student in mechanical, electrical,
and aerospace engineering. Its coverage encompasses all the fundamental topics as well as the major changes that have occurred in recent
years. An abundance of computer simulations using MATLAB and relevant Toolboxes is included to give the reader the actual experience of
applying the theory to real-world situations. Major topics covered include: Static Optimization Optimal Control of Discrete-Time Systems
Optimal Control of Continuous-Time Systems The Tracking Problem and Other LQR Extensions Final-Time-Free and Constrained Input
Control Dynamic Programming Optimal Control for Polynomial Systems Output Feedback and Structured Control Robustness and
Multivariable Frequency-Domain Techniques Differential Games Reinforcement Learning and Optimal Adaptive Control
Establishing adaptive control as an alternative framework to design and analyze Internet congestion controllers, End-to-End Adaptive
Congestion Control in TCP/IP Networks employs a rigorously mathematical approach coupled with a lucid writing style to provide extensive
background and introductory material on dynamic systems stability and neural network approximation; alongside future internet requests for
congestion control architectures. Designed to operate under extreme heterogeneous, dynamic, and time-varying network conditions, the
developed controllers must also handle network modeling structural uncertainties and uncontrolled traffic flows acting as external
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perturbations. The book also presents a parallel examination of specific adaptive congestion control, NNRC, using adaptive control and
approximation theory, as well as extensions toward cooperation of NNRC with application QoS control. Features: Uses adaptive control
techniques for congestion control in packet switching networks Employs a rigorously mathematical approach with lucid writing style Presents
simulation experiments illustrating significant operational aspects of the method; including scalability, dynamic behavior, wireless networks,
and fairness Applies to networked applications in the music industry, computers, image trading, and virtual groups by techniques such as
peer-to-peer, file sharing, and internet telephony Contains working examples to highlight and clarify key attributes of the congestion control
algorithms presented Drawing on the recent research efforts of the authors, the book offers numerous tables and figures to increase clarity
and summarize the algorithms that implement various NNRC building blocks. Extensive simulations and comparison tests analyze its
behavior and measure its performance through monitoring vital network quality metrics. Divided into three parts, the book offers a review of
computer networks and congestion control, presents an adaptive congestion control framework as an alternative to optimization methods,
and provides appendices related to dynamic systems through universal neural network approximators.
Quantitative Process Control Theory explains how to solve industrial system problems using a novel control system design theory. This easyto-use theory does not require designers to choose a weighting function and enables the controllers to be designed or tuned for quantitative
engineering performance indices such as overshoot.In each chapter, a s
Apply Sliding Mode Theory to Solve Control Problems Interest in SMC has grown rapidly since the first edition of this book was published.
This second edition includes new results that have been achieved in SMC throughout the past decade relating to both control design
methodology and applications. In that time, Sliding Mode Control (SMC) has continued to gain increasing importance as a universal design
tool for the robust control of linear and nonlinear electro-mechanical systems. Its strengths result from its simple, flexible, and highly costeffective approach to design and implementation. Most importantly, SMC promotes inherent order reduction and allows for the direct
incorporation of robustness against system uncertainties and disturbances. These qualities lead to dramatic improvements in stability and
help enable the design of high-performance control systems at low cost. Written by three of the most respected experts in the field, including
one of its originators, this updated edition of Sliding Mode Control in Electro-Mechanical Systems reflects developments in the field over the
past decade. It builds on the solid fundamentals presented in the first edition to promote a deeper understanding of the conventional SMC
methodology, and it examines new design principles in order to broaden the application potential of SMC. SMC is particularly useful for the
design of electromechanical systems because of its discontinuous structure. In fact, where the hardware of many electromechanical systems
(such as electric motors) prescribes discontinuous inputs, SMC becomes the natural choice for direct implementation. This book provides a
unique combination of theory, implementation issues, and examples of real-life applications reflective of the authors’ own industry-leading
work in the development of robotics, automobiles, and other technological breakthroughs.

From the ox carts and pottery wheels the spacecrafts and disk drives, efficiency and quality has always been dependent on the
engineer’s ability to anticipate and control the effects of vibration. And while progress in negating the noise, wear, and inefficiency
caused by vibration has been made, more is needed. Modeling and Control of Vibration in Mechanical Systems answers the
essential needs of practitioners in systems and control with the most comprehensive resource available on the subject. Written as
a reference for those working in high precision systems, this uniquely accessible volume: Differentiates between kinds of vibration
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and their various characteristics and effects Offers a close-up look at mechanical actuation systems that are achieving remarkably
high precision positioning performance Includes techniques for rejecting vibrations of different frequency ranges Covers the
theoretical developments and principles of control design with detail elaborate enough that readers will be able to apply the
techniques with the help of MATLAB® Details a wealth of practical working examples as well as a number of simulation and
experimental results with comprehensive evaluations The modern world’s ever-growing spectra of sophisticated engineering
systems such as hard disk drives, aeronautic systems, and manufacturing systems have little tolerance for unanticipated vibration
of even the slightest magnitude. Accordingly, vibration control continues to draw intensive focus from top control engineers and
modelers. This resource demonstrates the remarkable results of that focus to date, and most importantly gives today’s
researchers the technology that they need to build upon into the future. Chunling Du is currently researching modeling and
advanced servo control of hard disk drives at the Data Storage Institute in Singapore. Lihua Xie is the Director of the Centre for
Intelligent Machines and a professor at Nanyang Technological University in Singapore.
This book provides techniques to produce robust, stable and useable solutions to problems of H-infinity and H2 control in highperformance, non-linear systems for the first time. The book is of importance to control designers working in a variety of industrial
systems. Case studies are given and the design of nonlinear control systems of the same caliber as those obtained in recent years
using linear optimal and bounded-norm designs is explained.
Unique in scope, Optimal Control: Weakly Coupled Systems and Applications provides complete coverage of modern linear,
bilinear, and nonlinear optimal control algorithms for both continuous-time and discrete-time weakly coupled systems, using
deterministic as well as stochastic formulations. This book presents numerous applications to real world systems from various
industries, including aerospace, and discusses the design of subsystem-level optimal filters. Organized into independent chapters
for easy access to the material, this text also contains several case studies, examples, exercises, computer assignments, and
formulations of research problems to help instructors and students.
Using real-life examples to illustrate the performance of learning algorithms and instructing readers how to apply them to practical
applications, this work offers a comprehensive treatment of subspace learning algorithms for neural networks. The authors
summarize a decade of high quality research offering a host of practical applications. They demonstrate ways to extend the use of
algorithms to fields such as encryption communication, data mining, computer vision, and signal and image processing to name
just a few. The brilliance of the work lies with how it coherently builds a theoretical understanding of the convergence behavior of
subspace learning algorithms through a summary of chaotic behaviors.
Describes the use of optimal control and estimation in the design of robots, controlled mechanisms, and navigation and guidance
systems. Covers control theory specifically for students with minimal background in probability theory. Presents optimal estimation
theory as a tutorial with a direct, well-organized approach and a parallel treatment of discrete and continuous time systems. Gives
practical examples and computer simulations. Provides enough mathematical rigor to put results on a firm foundation without an
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overwhelming amount of proofs and theorems.
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